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I didn't give cobalt to my horses and I know most
people won't believe me and that's why I think it's
important we get to the bottom of it.
- Corey Johnson

Corey Johnson (far right) has
proclaimed his innocence in the
Traceur Hanover matter

Corey Johnson: My Side of the Story

By Perry Lefko
   MILTON, ON - At the age of 25, Corey Johnson has
learned that fame and success can be fleeting.
   The Quebec native rose up the ranks quickly as one of
the hottest, young trainers in Canada, and in only five years
trained a Breeders Crown winner, Traceur Hanover, who
won the two-year-old race for male pacers last year.
   Now he is in the midst of serving a 13-month suspension
meted out by the Ontario Racing Commission in January
for the second positive test in a 19-month period by horses
he trained. The first one happened in April, 2013, the
second one last November. In both cases, the horses
exceeded the level of TC02 (total carbon dioxide).
   Johnson was informed of the second positive five days
before the Breeders Crown finals for Traceur Hanover and
stablemate Voelz Hanover, who had already qualified for
the Open Mare division.

   Neither Meadowlands owner Jeff Gural, whose track was
hosting the Breeders Crown, nor the Hambletonian Society
or the New Jersey Racing Commission had any jurisdiction
to scratch the horses after the state attorney's office
pointed to a precedent that ruled a trainer could not be
banned until having a hearing.
   In January, Gural announced that blood samples taken
from Traceur Hanover and Voelz Hanover a few days
before the finals and sent to Hong Kong for analysis
revealed both horses had cobalt levels five times higher
than the threshold level typically found in a horse's system.
Cobalt is considered a performance-enhancer and can be
detrimental to a horse's liver and white cell count. Gural
also announced that Richard Berthiaume, who owns
Traceur Hanover and Voelz Hanover, would not be allowed
to race at his tracks after the Quebec owner publicly stated
he stood behind Johnson when it was first announced the
trainer had a second positive test.
   Berthiaume subsequently took all the horses Johnson
trained for him and gave them to Pat Lachance and
Normand Bardier Jr. Less than two weeks after Gural made
the cobalt announcement, the ORC informed Johnson he
would be handed a 13-month suspension starting
November 17, 2014, a $5,000 fine and put on probation for
two years. He was also fined $1,000 for breach of the first
probation. Johnson chose not to appeal.

   After taking time to process the euphoria he experienced
following the Breeders Crown win and the fallout from
Gural's announcement about the cobalt findings and the
ORC suspension, Johnson has decided to tell his side of
the story exclusively to Harness Racing Update. 

   Earlier this week at
a coffee shop in
Milton, near his
home in Guelph and
about 20 minutes
south from where he
trained his stable, he
talked about all that
happened leading up
to the Breeders
Crown and
afterward.
   "Is it rough? Yeah
it's not a good thing,

but I'll get through it," he said. "At the same time I'm only 25
years old and I'm going to train horses again. I've got more
than enough years ahead of me. I can dwell on this and 
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According to Jeff Gural, Traceur
Hanover tested positive for excess
cobalt in his Breeders Crown win

say this is the worst thing that has ever happened to me,
but it's probably not. The silver lining is it's only until
December. I'll be back. It's not going to be easy. I'm going
to start with one or two horses or whatever it is.
   "I got to train Breeders Crown-caliber of horses at the age
of 24. I know how to train horses. It's one thing I'm good at.
I'm not worried. I'll be back. Have I completely forgot about
horse racing? No. I still watch races every night. That helps
me. I probably watch more races then when I was training
horses.
   "I don't think we've gotten to the bottom of (the whole
cobalt issue). If you say my name has been dragged
through the mud for what Gural has said about my horses
in the Breeders Crown, if anything that's just a testament to
how little we know. I didn't give cobalt to my horses and I
know most people won't believe me and that's why I think
it's important we get to the bottom of it.
   "I haven't heard of any other numbers released (from the
Breeders Crown) of any other positive cobalt tests. We've
only heard about my numbers. In terms of getting it right
and in terms of integrity in racing, I'm all for it. We have to
be. I'm young, I've got 30 years left in the game, we need
to work on the integrity. I'm 100 percent for that. But that is
on both sides, and I feel with Gural and his cobalt testing
and taking the number of 10 from Hong Kong and then just
coming up with five times that number, where does that
come from? That's just a number that he's come up with.
   "The only (organization) that has said we're going to get
to the bottom of it and invest some money to figure out
what we need to do, are the United States Trotting
Association and Dr. (George) Maylin (the head of New
York's Drug Testing and Research Program at Morrisville
State College). He's coming up with the number 70 (parts
per billion in the blood). We have to draw that line between
what is a clear attempt by someone to do harm and gain a
performance-enhancing affect from this. 
   "My horses have been on supplements. Voelz Hanover
raced the whole year and won the $286,000 Milton (at

Mohawk, two months
before the Breeders
Crown at 33-1 odds).
How do you keep a
horse healthy like
that? We're on
supplements and
that's the norm. Do
these supplements
have something to
do with it? I don't
know. But I can sit
here and tell you I
didn't given any

cobalt to my horses."
    When asked if he would take a lie-detector test or
something similar to prove that, Johnson said: "If there was
a way I thought that people would actually believe me, I
would do it. But I feel like there's nothing I could do that
would make them believe me. It doesn't matter if you pass
a lie detector. They're not going to believe you any way. I
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don't know if my horses were the only ones tested by
Gural. No one knows. He hasn't said that. If you want to sit
back and fight for integrity in the game, you have to fight for
transparency, and the only way to move forward as an
industry is if we all move together as an industry.
   "If you want to run a racetrack and want to run your own
rules, you have to have something behind it. I just think
taking a number from the other side of the world and
applying it to us in North America is not the right way to do
it, especially when you had a USTA study in your backyard.
If anything, that should be the standard right now because
there's nothing that surpasses that right now in terms of the
quality of the study and the funding that was received.
   "No one ever compared me to that number. The only one
to compare me to a number is (Gural). But is it the right
number? We don't know."
   Independent of the cobalt issue, Johnson has had two
positive tests, including one while in probation for the same
offence, which may cause some skeptics to suggest he
was doping his horses and that is the reason he became so
successful. He said the first positive happened in a race at
Ottawa while he was in Toronto, and the second one may
have been triggered by giving the horse Lasix for the first
time, which causes dehydration and can raise the TC02
level.
   "We're not talking about major offences," he said. "As
much as they may be made out to be major offences, we're
talking about something minor, in my opinion. I'm not using
people drugs on horses. I'm not doing that. We're talking
about TC02 levels, something that doesn't even have to be
administered to a horse to get high. Lasix was administered
by the ORC vet. It could have caused a high TC02 level. I
believe it can.
   "People will argue on my side and against me. I just think
we're talking about very minor issues when we talk about
that, even though I've been handed out a lengthy
suspension. It's not a major issue, in my mind. The issues
that I've had have not been serious. You don't have to give
something to a horse to get that reading. Apart from this
Meadowlands finding…I haven't had any serious issues. I
haven't done anything to harm any one of my horses.
   "All my horses are healthy. They're on a good program.
The majority of the time my horses are racing they're good
from the day I get them to the last day I have them.
Anybody who thinks you can give a horse a little bit of
cobalt and win a Breeders Crown doesn't have enough
respect for what goes into it."
   Johnson also addressed the ORC ruling, specifically why
he didn't appeal.
   "When they told me what they were going to give me,
they gave it to me with some precedence," he said. "They
said we've done this before with someone with a second
TC02 (giving a 12-month suspension). Do I like it? No, I
don't like sitting out for 13 months. Who would? But at the
same time they gave me precedence. Do I appeal it and go
in and hope to save a little bit off of that? Is it worth it? The
way that they presented it to me I don't think they were
wrong.
   "I don't think it would have benefitted me much to appeal

it. I'm only 25. I've got lots of time. Time is on my side. You
have to weigh cost versus reward, like anything. I feel like
any time you serve a lengthy suspension the damage is
done. So what's a little bit more? I'm not saying I'm happy
to serve it, but what's a little bit more? You go in there and
appeal it and pay for lawyer fees and what do you get out
of it? You can be very optimistic, but it's not always how it
turns out. I'll do my time and I'll come back and I'll be good.
    "Maybe I'll come back and have success. Maybe I'll
come back and it will take longer. If I don't come back
thinking that I can get back to where I was, why would I do
it? I like to win races more than the next guy. I love winning
races. Horse racing is my obsession. It's what I do. I'll start
with one horse if I have to. You've got to start somewhere.
I'm going to come back to win races and hopefully better
than I was. There are a lot of people that believe in me.
There are a lot of people that think I can train horses well. I
have a lot of support. I talk to owners on a regular basis
and they support me. I'm not worried about coming back.
   "You don't win a Breeders Crown if you're not good at
something. Apart from how Gural wants to think that
winning a Breeders Crown is as easy as giving something
to your horse that you shouldn't, it's a lot more work than
that. It’s almost like he doesn't respect the horsemen. For
him to think a Breeders Crown is won only because of what
he thinks is a high cobalt level - and I believe he truly does
think Traceur Hanover only won because of what he claims
- he doesn't have enough respect for the people who do
this every day. And that's where I think he needs to be
more in touch with the people who do this every day.
   "I feel like he just doesn't understand. He doesn't know. If
he was more in touch he'd have a better understanding
about how much work it does take to win a Breeders
Crown. It's not easy. And he might look at me because I
was 24 at the time and think that there's no way I could do
it. But I've never spoken to him, he's never seen my
operation, he doesn't know how my horses look. He can't
judge me based on what he thinks, and that's the problem.
When you make assumptions, often times you've very
wrong."

   Johnson said Gural's
announcement that
Traceur Hanover and Voelz
Hanover had excessive
levels of cobalt in their
system is nothing more
than a "publicity stunt." He
claimed Gural went public
with the findings purely for

publicity and never informed him ahead of time.
   "If it's not just for publicity and it was for integrity, they
would have reached me by phone first," Johnson said.
"That shows me he's out for publicity, not integrity. With
integrity comes transparency, and there's no transparency."
He said blood samples were taken from his two horses a
few days before the Breeders Crown finals and he fully
co-operated.
   "At the time I welcomed it, now in hindsight I'd think twice
because I don't know where they're going with this," he

(continued on next page)
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said. "He said it was being FedExed on a plane to Hong
Kong in a hurry. Then there's no results until January?
Another fight for integrity, right? I'm hearing about this in
January, but what happened to my test sample? Where has
it been the last two months? Does it take this long to run
the machine? Why are we getting test results back two
months later? There's a lot of things there that raised a lot
of questions.
   "How can you look back and not say it was a publicity
stunt? He hasn't told us how many horses were tested. We
don't know if it was just mine or 20 or 30 or all of them. We
don't know. He hasn't said 'all of these other horses were at
this level and these ones were this high.' It just seems like
he's taken these two horses and uses it as a publicity stunt
because of how he feels about the way the Breeders
Crown worked out.
   "We raced in the Breeders Crown fair and square, and
we won fair and square, and that's just all there is to it. He
hasn't provided us with any evidence as to why he feels
those are what the numbers should be. I haven't given any
cobalt to my horses. I take care of my horses with various
supplements, all of which come from the veterinarian. I
don't have unlabelled medication.
   "Everything I've ever done is in accordance to my vet. I'm
young, I'm trying to train horses. I think I'm doing a good
job at it. My vets and the people I have around me are what
I use as the tools to help me succeed. That's all I can say.
I'm not here to bend the rules. I'm here to abide by those
rules.
   "I just think we need to clarify what those rules are and
we need to get to the bottom of what is the level (for
cobalt). We need to have it in stone. Why have the USTA
doing this? If you're the USTA why would you do this? Not
a single track is even listening to you. Why waste the
money?"
   Johnson said he worked hard to correct a problem he had
with Traceur Hanover, whom he'd only had one month prior
to the Breeders Crown win, specifically one leg kicking
another leg, known as crossfiring. Shoeing the horse
differently and icing made a major difference and it all
came together with a victory in the Breeders Crown
elimination race, followed by the final.
   "The thing that bothers me is everybody will look back
and say this is why the horse won, not knowing any of the
story," he said. "And it's not anybody's fault because they
can't know the story. There's a lot of hard work that goes
into it, and it is about fixing the shoeing on a two-year-old. If
you have a two-year-old that reaches out and grabs
himself, he's not going to want to go; he's going to be
scared every time that he reaches up he's going to grab
himself, whether he's going to do it or not. It's in his head.
So when you get a horse to stop doing that and you get a
horse that races clean, especially a horse as nice as
Traceur, that's what happened in the Breeders Crown.
   "Voelz Hanover had been a nice mare her whole life. We
just clicked with that mare. I know the type of program we
had Voelz Hanover on in order to keep her good. It wasn't
easy - it's not easy - it's tedious. It's a lot of work. The
groom that took care of her is phenomenal. Together it took

a lot of work to keep that mare good, and I can't speak for
what the people who have her now are doing. I can only
speak for what I did with her, and she was good the day I
got her and the day I lost her. She was always good. She's
a world-championship mare with issues that need to be
addressed. If you don't address them and don't stay on top
of her, she's not going to be the top mare that she is."
   Johnson said he is looking to racing again at Woodbine
and Mohawk, both owned and operated by Woodbine
Entertainment Group.
   "I think WEG is the future of harness racing," he said. "I
think WEG is where it's at. There's a lot going for them. The
City of Toronto is revisiting the (Las Vegas-style) casino
idea and I think they'll give WEG the license to do it. I just
think they're going to become a gaming mecca. I think once
I've done my suspension, I think it's fair that I come back
and be allowed to race there. 
   "If I never race against at another of (Gural's tracks), I'll
be okay with that. It just seems to me Gural has a lot of
people that don't like him and that's probably his own fault.
He's not getting ahead with his slots and things like that. I
just think he's making more enemies. He's got to work with
people more - the other people in the industry, the
racetracks, the commissions, the USTA.
   "You've got to work together to achieve our goal. I agree
with his goal, I just don't agree how he's trying to get there.
If I think it would benefit me to talk to him I would, but I
don't feel like I think it would. I'm going to come back to
race at home, where I enjoy to race, and that will be good
for me." 
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Race 11 @ Woodbine - watch the replay in HD here

P H Supercam (Mike Lizzi photo)

Over $2.5 Million Bet on Chalky Woodbine

Jackpot Hi 5

   It didn’t exactly turn out to be a “life-changing” bet, but
horseplayers from across North America bet last night’s
Super Jackpot Hi 5 at Woodbine with gusto. In Canadian
dollars, $2,581,505 was wagered into the jackpot. With the
$847,458.26 carryover coming into last night the total pool
was over $3.4 million.
   The $2.5 million represented the largest pool ever bet on
a race in Canada, thoroughbred or harness.
   The attraction last night was the mandatory payout,
which, bettors knew, meant a small fortune would be paid
out.
   The race turned out to be good news for the chalk
players and, perhaps, bad news for those who threw a
large amount of money into the bet hoping longshots would
dominate and they would make a huge score.
   With 4-5 favorite Camaes Fellow winning, the bet paid
just $863.51 for a 20-cent wager. Second choice Bilbo
Hanover was second, despite breaking on the far turn. The
judges posted an inquiry due to Bilbo’s break but kept him
up. Reasonably logical horses also claimed the third, fourth
and fifth spots. In fact, the top five choices in the wagering
accounted for the top five finishing positions. 

P H Supercam Lone Three-peater as Levy

Series Continues

By Frank Drucker
Publicity Director, Empire City @ Yonkers Raceway
   YONKERS, NY (April 4, 2015) - Yonkers Raceway
offered up Round 3 of the George Morton Levy Memorial
Pacing Series Saturday night. Four, $50,000 divisions
featured 30 of the best Free-For-Allers, with last season’s
winner emerging as this season’s target.  

   Odds-on P H
Supercam (Jason
Bartlett, $3.20),
from post position
No. 2, outsprinted
Lucan Hanover
(Tim Tetrick) in the
first event, winning
out of the pocket
by a half-length in

1:51.2 (early intervals of :27.1, :56 and 1:23.2). It was four
lengths back to 104-1 McErlean (Tyler Buter) in third.
   For P H Supercam, an 8-year-old Million Dollar Cam
gelding owned by Bamond Racing and trained by Jeff
Bamond Jr., it was his fifth win in eight seasonal starts
(3-for-3 in this series). The exacta paid $9.70, with the triple
returning $216. The mile was a season’s-best effort.
   “Ideally, you want to win while at the same time, not use
the horse very hard,” Bartlett said. “I’ve been fortunate with
him thus far.”
   The second event was a sharp, first-up effort from
veteran statebred Domethatagain (Dan Dube, $24). Sitting
a chilly fourth from post No. 4, the 11-1 proposition
engaged 3-5 choice Bettor’s Edge (Yannick Gingras) after
that one laid down the law through fractions of :27.2, :57
and 1:25.
   Domethatagain, despite drifting wide through the final
turn and early in the lane, put away the leader. He then
defeated a pocketed Sapphire City (Bartlett) by a
half-length in 1:53.2. National Debt (Eric Carlson) was a
second-over third, with Bettor’s Edge fading to fourth.  
   For fourth choice Domethatagain, a 6-year-old son of
Bettor’s Delight co-owned (as Allard Racing) by (trainer)
Rene Allard, Bob Hamather and Bruce Soulsby, it was his
first board finish in four ’15 tries. The exacta paid exacta
paid $84.50, with triple returning $529
   Saturday’s third Levy grouping was won by a
draw-winning/pocket-protecting Fat Man’s Alley (Bartlett,
$13.40) in 1:53.4, Stinging 13-10 choice Foiled Again
(Gingras), he then released harness racing’s richest-ever
horse after a :27.3 opening quarter-mile.
   It was a 57-second intermission before Polak A (Brian
Sears)—a winner in his first two series/stateside tries,
moved from third. The two slugged it out passing a 1:25.2
three-quarters, but neither was going to be around when it
counted.
   Foiled Again was done off the final turn, but not before
carrying Fat Man’s Alley where he needed to go. It was
“Fat Man” whipping a two-move Michael’s Power (Dube) by
a length, with Texican N (Carlson) a ground-saving third

(continued on next page)
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and Mach’s Beach Boy (Pat Lachance) fourth.
   Foiled Again faded to fifth, while Polak A wound up
seventh.   
   For fourth choice Fat Man’s Alley, a 7-year-old Rocknroll
Hanover gelding co-owned by Bamond Racing and trained
by Jeffrey Bamond Jr., it was his second win in six
seasonal starts. The exacta paid $79, the triple returning
$626 and the superfecta paid $2,043.
   As for Foiled Again, “He just wasn’t himself,” Gingras
said. “When Polak A came up alongside, he didn’t grab the
bit and fight the way he always does. I’m sure (trainer)
Ronnie (Burke) can figure it out. He’s bounced back from
these efforts before. I’ve learned never to count him out.
   “Hopefully, we see the real Foiled Again next week.”  
   The evening’s final series event saw Take it Back Terry
(George Brennan, $7.60), prevail from the two-hole in a
season’s-best 1:51.2….and matching P H Supercam for
fastest local effort of 2015. Leaving from post No. 2, “Terry”
beat a first-up Beach Memories (Dube) by a neck. Third
went to 11-10 choice Dancin’ Yankee (Brett Miller), who
tired on the lead (:26.4, :55.3, 1:23.1). Heez Orl Black N
(catch-driver Gingras) was fourth.
   Ironically, the winner was trained by Burke, as was the
runner-up—2-for-2 in the series coming in—before that
one’s exodus (to trainer Scott DiDomenico).  
   For second choice Take it Back Terry, a 6-year-old
Western Terror gelding co-owned (as Burke Racing) by
(trainer) Burke, Weaver Bruscemi and Larry Karr and Phil
Collura, it was his third win in 11 ’15 tries. The exacta paid
$46.40, the triple returned $103 and the superfecta paid
$1,027.
   Series standings, through third leg…1-P H Supercam
(225 points), 2-Beach Memories (200), 3t-Michael’s Power
(175), 3t-Polak A (175), 5-Fat Man’s Alley (150),
6-Sapphire City (137), 7-Domethatagain (135), 8-Bettor’s
Edge (133).  
   Note that since no one took Saturday night’s Pick 5,
Monday’s gimmick begins with a carryover of $4,529.90
($10,000 guaranteed pool).
   The Raceway’s live season continues Monday night (post
time 7:10 PM), a French-centric Tuesday (1 PM), then
Thursday through Saturday (all at 7:10 PM, with
Matchmaker and Levy series continuing Fridays and
Saturdays). Afternoon simulcasting available daily (none
Easter Sunday).

Signs of the Times: Harrisburg Cuts Day from

Yearling Sale

   The annual Harrisburg sale has been cut back from four
days to three, HRU has learned.
   “Standardbred will transition from a four day yearling sale
to a three day yearling sale in 2015,” said sales manager
Pete Spears. “If memory serves me, Standardbred
expanded from three to four days in 2008 to give
customers a better opportunity to socialize for dinner and
drinks in the evening. With the initial surge of higher end
yearlings from slots-supported states, Standardbred had
enough entries to justify such a change. 
   “However, with the ongoing contraction of the breeding

industry, 2015 yearling entries have decreased just enough
to make a fourth yearling sale day unnecessary. I anticipate
that the three 2015 yearling sale days will be longer, but
should end around 7 - 7:30 PM so that everyone can still
enjoy their evenings.”
   Some consignors had complained last year that
Harrisburg was accepting too many yearlings, some of
which, they argued, didn’t belong in a top sale. The less-is-
more approach should help Harrisburg’s 2015 numbers, but
smaller breeders may have to find other places to sell their
horses.

Joe Bellino Says...

   I have had two great horses in RocknRoll Heaven and
Pet Rock. Heaven won some of the biggest races in
harness Racing. I have never received so many PM's
,calls, emails then I have on this story (Perry Lefko’s
feature on Polak A) . You know what Perry, I think people
are sick of all the negative that comes with racing, the gas
trainers, the drugs, beard trainers. People always say how
do you attract owners?  It is with stories like this, the good
side of racing, the human side, the animal that gives you
his all when maybe he's not the best, the guy like Richard
Polak that probably 99.5% of people in racing in the U.S
never heard of. In this article you captured that there are
great people in racing who care not just about money but
about people and the horse. 
   Thank you.
Joe Bellino

Meadows Judges Asleep at the Wheel, Favor

Palone

   Having raced in numerous states over a period of 30
years, one must wonder how and why some race
commissions rule as they do. My concern at this time is
directed at the judges at the Meadows Racetrack in
Washington, Pa.  
   Numerous e-mails have been sent to the judges (listing
races and dates) including George Crawford the Executive
Secretary of Racing in Pa, over the past 15 months 
concerning pylons, the lightning lane, kicking and other
concerns about the enforcement of (or lack of) the Pa 
Code off Harness Racing, Chapter 183 as written. 
   It is also to be noted, that Scott Egger (Presiding Judge) 
issued a new set of guidelines in Jan 2014 for Meadows
racing, and then George Crawford issued another set 

ACCEPTING ENTRIES - SPRING MIXED
If you have a promising two-year-old or fast-class
racehorse, consider flipping it to serious profit by
selling at the Spring Mixed Sale. [Click for more]
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of guidelines in Nov 2014 which applies to all tracks in
Pennsylvania, which have not been uniformly enforced as
written. 
   The wagering public gets a steady diet of discretion or we
interpret when the judges try to explain their way out 
of self-inflicted poor decisions. In each of these guidelines,
the term strictly enforced is used concerning feet out of the
stirrups and or kicking. 
   One driver that seems to have an issue with keeping his
feet in the stirrups and off horses hocks, is Dave Palone.  
I listed a few races where Palone's right foot was very
active down the lane, those being June 23, 2014 
race 12 Mystical Diva (winner), July 7, 2014 race 13
Mystical Diva (winner), July 14, 2014 Axios 
race 6 (winner), Aug 11, 2014 race 7 Your Beautiful 
(winner). In each of these races the right foot clearly had an
effect on the outcome of the race. No response at 
that time from the judges, nor any fines for kicking or feet
out of the stirrups. No response from anyone.
   On Aug 29, 2014 race 8, David Miller was fined for
kicking by the Meadows judges. But when reviewing this
replay, I noticed that Palone's feet were just as active as
David Miller’s. I contacted the judges at that time for
clarification as to what Palone's feet were doing or what I
was watching by e-mail and got no response.
   On Feb 13, 2015 race 9, Luis Porfiolio was DQ'd while
driving All Heart Gal for shutting down a field after 
pacing an opening quarter of 27.4 with a 3 length lead. The
DQ was based on Tony Hall trying to go head first 
into the 2 hole, while the horse sitting 3rd tried to close the
hole at the quarter. Later in that e-mail, I made a point 
to ask, what happens when Dave Palone shuts down a
field?
   I got that answer on March 17, 2015 race 2, with Palone
on the front, the horse sitting the pocket was forced to 
go into the lightning lane and Tony Hall forced to pull going
to the half, because of Palone shutting down the 
field. Mr Huston makes note of this during his call, Tony
Hall is forced to pull. No inquiry, the race was quickly made 
official. I inquired by e-mail, again no response.
   On Feb 25, 2015, Race 12, Ona Wyoming Trip was
programmed, allowed to warm up, get lasix and go to the 
race barn. Only problem was, it was a restricted F & M
race, Ona Wyoming Trip was a male. I contacted the 
race office during Race 10 and notified them of the error,
and the horse was scratched after Race 10. I sent an 
e-mail to the judges and asked for clarification as to how
this could happen. Again, no response. 
   On March 13, 2015, Race 4, Palone was involved in a 4
horse inquiry. Based on my understanding of the 
inquiry, the judges only spoke to Palone and Chris Shaw.
The replay video clearly shows Chris Shaw's horse
making an abrupt left turn coming down the lane, which
then impedes Jim Pantaleano's horse, which then 
compromises Brad Provost's horse, causing Provost to
check up and cost him 4th place money. After the 
race was made official, the judges said they spoke with
Palone and Shaw. Palone acknowledged making 
contact, but in his opinion, not enough to effect the

outcome of the race.  I asked why the other drivers in that 
race were not spoken to, again, no response from the
judges.
   I then asked for a meeting with the judges in mid-March 
to go over the favoritism being shown to Dave Palone.
Based on Mr. Egger's response, he did not know why I was
requesting this meeting. Later in March, Mr. Egger said we
could meet, however, I was no longer interested in another
dose of discretion or interpretation concerning the Pa Code
of Rules.
   At that point, I felt it best that my concerns now be made
known to the wagering public.
   Mr. Palone's feet have been just as active in 2015 as they
were in 2014. There are other instances of favoritism 
that have been overlooked for whatever reason and I have
built quite a library of unanswered e-mails during 
this time. 
   I am not questioning Mr. Palone's driving ability.
However, are the judges fulfilling their sworn duties to 
the wagering public as licensed by the Pa. Dept. of
Agriculture to do so? Every $2 wager is a contract between 
the host track, the applicable race commission and that
patron that all parties are fulfilling their duties to the 
best of their ability and follow the Code of Racing Rules for
that state.
   In closing, the video replay should be about 75 % of the
inquiry, if the judges understand what they are 
watching. Using the Pa. Code of Rules and also speaking
with all drivers in question, more uniform decisions 
can be made and the wagering public can be assured that
the correct outcome is achieved.

Replays concerning the races in question may be viewed at
http://www.themsoa.com/multimedia/replays 
Dan Wilson

Harness Racing is ‘Sketch’

   I've read varying opinions on why Harness Racing is
floundering in this publication.  I've even read a few
possible solutions.  But I think we need to look at this in a
more structured way: Identify the Overall Problem
   There have been several reasons given as to why
harness racing is failing.  
--Not enough or lack of quality horses
--Not enough\wrong type of bets offered
--Too much takeout
--Racing integrity
--Etc…Etc.
   But the overall problem is simple, Not enough gambling
dollars being spent.  Period!
   And it's not just getting people in to the stands, but how
much is being wagered.  Think this is flawed?  Let's
experiment.  For 30 days run only non-betting races and
charge $5 admission.   Does anyone think there will be
enough people attending to support the track and
horsemen?
   Sure, some can argue to try running a month without
horses.  True, but… How many farms would be closing
their doors if the average yearling was bringing in
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$100,000?  We need good quality horses, but that requires
owners to spend money purchasing those horses.  
   Why do owners spend money on horses?  To hopefully
make a profit.  No one will spend $100,000 with the
prospects of only earning $50,000.  How do we realize a
higher earning potential?  With increasing purses.
   How do we raise purses?  Handle must increase.  How
does handle increase?  More money must be wagered!
Breeders, drivers, trainers, grooms, vets, etc… all
contribute to the sport and all need each other, but
gamblers do not need harness racing.  We need them!
   What is the root of the problem?
   Harness racing is a product.  If you have a product that is
failing, what would you ask yourself?
   Is there something wrong or is there public perception
that there is something wrong with your product?  
--Is your product outdated?
--Is your product losing to competition? 
   Let's address each:
   What is wrong?  I, as well as others, have said it here
before, ask a non or past horse player the reason they
don't play and the majority will say it is all fixed.  The
second most common answers is, "you can't beat ‘em".
   Even if steps are being taken to fix the integrity of your
product, you must convey that to the public.  
   Those old enough to remember the Tylenol scare of 1982
might remember how that product was "broken and fixed.”
   Several people died from tainted Tylenol capsules and
the public stopped buying the product.   Johnson and
Johnson, the owners, didn't just stand by and do nothing. 
They didn't even "just" take out an ad and say "All is good
now.”  They made several changes and let the public know
about it.
   This lead to tamper proof coverings over the opening of
the bottles.  It also lead to a plastic seals that must be
broken to open the bottle.  These were significant changes
that made the public feel safe again about the product. 
Would they have gained public trust had their solution been
to monitor and randomly check pills?  Would the public feel
safe if the perpetrator was given 30 days in jail and a $100
fine?
   Harness racing as a whole must make significant
changes as well.  Every major sport has a governing body. 
Rules are consistent for all.  Players have an association to
negotiate the rules and bargain on their behalf.  This
structure has to be emulated.  Not for just a few tracks or
states, but for all of racing.  If it is only done at a few tracks,
then the whole infrastructure crumbles.  You cannot survive
with only 4 or 5 race tracks taking steps to improve
integrity.  
   The image change has to be industry wide!  Don't say
"too hard or too many states, too many tracks".   At one
time there were a multitude of sulkies out there.  One after
another being built.  Then safety became an issue and I
believe US Trotting put a stop to it and provided standards. 
So standards can be dictated from one governing body. 
This should be true for all rules in racing.  
   Takeout:  I don't own a track and cannot tell you truly
what markup is needed on your product to turn a profit, but

there must be ways to reduce takeout and make up for that
loss elsewhere.  Until handle increases, everybody must
come together to share this burden.  
   Try thinking outside the box to cut cost.  For now you
may have to coordinate schedules for tracks within a
region.  Alternate racing days or times.  Right now there is
only so much gambling dollars to be spent.  You wouldn't
buy 2000 lbs. of hamburger meat to serve 10 customers
daily?  You don't serve 9 or 10 racetracks at the same time
if there are only enough people to support 5 or 6.
   Product outdated:  In all the years I've been attending the
races we went from Win-Place-Show, Exactas on every
race.  Daily Double on 1st and 2nd, and a Trifecta on the
last race, to the multitude of bets we have now.   Is it time
for another change?  Can these "carryover" bets support
racing on their own?  Do they really help?  Now that the last
Super Hi-5 was hit at the Meadowlands, what will the
results be?  Will handle fall?  Will that money be put back
though windows?  Does it truly produce interest in racing
overall?  Where does the majority of the betting dollar go in
a day?  Win?  Exactas?  Tri's?   Your answer lies
somewhere in there.  It's nice to have the big payout bets,
but most people are looking for a "solid" return.  A less risk
with less reward wager for the majority of their bets.  Only a
small percentage of nightly gambling dollars goes to the
"life changing" bets.
   The other aspect of your product that is rundown is the
image.  As my 16-year-old daughter says when she comes
with me to the track is "This is sketch".  Most tracks are
dirty, run down and only attract middle age and older men
who look like they are spending their last dime.  Until it is
cleaned up, you're going to have a tough time attracting
younger patrons.
   Losing to the competition: To identify the competition you
must know your demographics.  I've read on here people
suggesting marketing to wrestling, NASCAR, tennis, sports
like that.  I think they are wrong!  No matter how much
advertisement I see for NASCAR, I'm not going.  There are
exceptions for every rule and I'm sure there is a small
percentage of cross interest, but I think that focus is on
wrong group of people.
   The competition is gambling.  To be even more specific,
intelligent gambling.  Not slot, not lottery.  These are for the
luck player.  But thoroughbred players, poker players,
blackjack, craps, even the new craze making a ton of
money, daily fantasy games (Draft Kings, Fan Dual, etc.)
are for the thinker.  This is the makeup of the majority of
your crossover players.  These are the initial targets that
need to be hit.  The others sports may offer players, but
your core is here.
   You must direct your sites on this demographic to begin
to build up your product.  To do that you must sell a product
that is rebuilding its integrity, cleaning its image, which
displays the fun and excitement that racing has to offer and
can still give a fan and opportunity to make money. 
Thanks,
Manny Guagliardo
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The “Little Guy” Got the Shaft

   While people who loved harness racing saw their favorite
drivers ignored by the rich and wealthy in favor of only
those who could race around the country in Grand Circuit
events; while small owner/breeder/trainers like myself,
bred, raised, loved and campaigned horses who couldn't
race in world record times, the relatively few rich people in
what used to be "every person's" sport dominated those of
us and our horses that got shafted, excluded, ignored and
left out! Our contributions/ideas/suggestions/pleas and
warnings went unheeded.
   Now the industry is finally waking up to the harm they
have done? They didn't write races for slower class
horses? They didn't honor talented local drivers with ties
and families to their local track? They didn't make the
dedicated fan feel important in favor of large handles? They
ended a sport that was the first national pastime in the
United States?
   Now you are sending a warning that the sport is ending?
Where were you when all the "little people" in the sport got
shafted? Where were you when it was proposed that after a
decade of being the Director of Publicity at Historic Track,
that as a member of USHWA, I was to present the
Proximity Award to the track, that was voted down in favor
of Anthony Abbatiello making the presentation; a man who
was never on the Board of the track; indeed, who had
nothing to do with it, other than being on the Board of
Directors of the track's next door neighbor, the hall of
fame? 
   Now you're looking for sympathy for a wonderful sport
you helped destroy? After giving up my farm, my way of
life, indeed, now even my horses, you cry about no one
wanting to breed any more? Did you write races for
everyone in the sport, so all involved could make a living?
Did you make it so that horses competitive in their class (or
time bar [remember the old days]) could feel good about
themselves and their performance? Did you honor and
acknowledge local talent that deserves to be in the Hall of
Fame for their wins and their contributions? 
   Don't cry now that you systematically, despite warnings
and pleas to the contrary, chose to honor the wealthy and
influential to the exclusion of the common fan/participant.
The overly wealthy can only continue to exist at the
expense of the vast majority, whom they suck dry. It is an
unsustainable existence! Unfortunately, the United States
is late in learning that same lesson that is becoming more
apparent every day. Soon the United States will cease to
be the power it once was, due to this same "Wealth Is
Power" mentality!
Sherry Skramstad

Reason for Declining Foal Crops - a Denial of

the Obvious

   The harness racing industry from top to bottom in North
America and Australasia is in denial of the obvious. There
are now a very small and steadily diminishing number of
people that want anything to do with harness racing in its
current form.
   And with that comes a diminishing number of breeders

and therefore foals. Bill Finley wrote in his article "It can't
just be about slots" (HRU 8/17/13): "If very few people have
an interest in harness racing, follow or bet on the sport
where will the owners come from?  If you can't interest
people in the sport you won't have enough owners. If you
don't have enough owners there won't be enough money
out there to support the breeders and the breeders will stop
producing."
   And that's what's been happening for the past three
decades. Pretty simple, eh! Yet, those who participate in
and administer the sport they love so dearly just don't get it.
Until they do and the sport becomes relevant to a new
generation of fans nothing will change and the sport will
continue to decline to the point of no return.
Ray Chaplin

Answers? Look Outside the Box

   With all due respect to your most recent contributors, the
answers to most if not all of today's harness racing ills is in
the wrong hands.  Industry horse people are experts with
horses but they are not expected to provide solutions to
complex marketing, targeted audience, integrity, contract
resolution or dwindling race horse resource issues. The
answers reside with experts outside of the industry.  The
sooner the industry comes to grips with this, the sooner the
healing will begin.  Ignoring this,  the downward spiral will
continue. The answers are there but they are outside of the
proverbial box.
    One example might be to assume you have a prison and
it has a problem with inmates escaping. The place you
shouldn't rely on to resolve this issue is with the prison
board, commission or prison system. These are the very
principals tasked with currently preventing and handling
related issues.  They are currently failing.  The answer
would more likely be handled by a technology and/or
security firm like those utilized in the banking industry that
transfer money from location to location.  Not many
armored trucks get away.
   I am a retired auto powertrain engineer and I took nine
months to put together a contract with an aerospace
company worth $1B and it didn't come from thinking inside
of the box.  So I speak from experience.  About the only
principal I see with a willingness to invite this type of
outside-the-industry expertise is Mr. Jeff Gural at the
Meadowlands.  It's hard to argue with his success even
though another transfusion is going to be needed soon.  
   The solutions are out there but they won't come easily,
quick or cheap.  If the industry ignores the obvious, failure
is coming down the tracks.  USTA take notice.
 David Perry 

On the Foal Shortage, It’s a Case of Too Much

Too Soon

   Every time I hear about the shortage of horses I have to
shake my head in disbelief. 
   You have printed the opinions of the creme de la creme
of the Standardbred Industry and to a man they have
blamed the financial aspects of the business. As a former
small breeder/racing stable I know of which they are

(continued on next page)
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speaking. Several times my family has had to bid in our
yearlings because of the weakness of the middle market.
On the other hand the yearling I had the biggest ROI was a
$1,200 Super Juan filly I purchased at the late Old Glory
sale.  Issue after issue of Harness Racing Update lists
winner after winner of inexpensive yearlings that have gone
on to make small fortunes.
   I personally think the shortage of racehorses is not from
lack of foals but the fact that we are literally destroying so
many of these foals in training.
   The industry is producing faster and faster two year old
speed earlier and earlier. I can remember my days working
for Lee Broglio and Bruce Nickells when we would first ask
babies for speed on or about the first of the year and that
would generally be a mile in 3:00.  As the breed has
improved these two year olds do it so naturally that we
push them faster earlier to have them ready for the stakes
season. Actually, that's not quite true. We need to have
them ready for when stakes payments need to be paid so
we know whether or not to invest the money in staking
these horses. But just because they can go faster and
easier does not mean they are more physically mature.
   We push them harder and stables shrink by attrition
between the individuals that injure themselves and the
ones that are simply not physically ready to carry that
speed so soon. The big stables have so many horses in
training it doesn't matter how many head are destroyed in
the process because they are geared to provide the next
generation of stars. The pressure on small stables is even
worse because without horses in training there is no
income.
   How many times have you seen horses in baby races
and the early stakes show talent and are never heard from
again after a few starts except perhaps two or three years
later selling their first foals? Too much too soon has
destroyed these horses. And there's no mystery here - a
closer perusal of yearling catalogs will show you which
mares are not producing two year old winners or are
producing two year old winners with only qualifying records
(which generally means they had the speed to get to baby
races but not the soundness to go on). These are the
immature and the made lame. Admittedly, it doesn't happen
every time but it does show you the trend.
   When it comes to 3 and 4 year olds it is the classes
written by racing secretaries that do the damage. They are
designing racing programs for speed not for
competitiveness. How in good conscience do you write a
NW of 3 PM or $100,000 lifetime? The average racehorse
will not make that much money in their entire career. What
ridiculous conditions like this do is guarantee races with
speed balls in them that force greener stock to go faster
that they need to be doing so early in their career. They get
tired and very often it will break what little competitive spirit
they have. This has become especially heinous as the top
horses in the sport drop into qualifiers to go fast training
miles to stay tight during weeks off. Just imagine what it's
like for that maiden trying to qualify to race at these bigger
tracks and drawing in with Foiled Again or other top free
For Allers. Might as well get your shotguns and blow their
poor hearts out there and then. And don't get me started on

claiming races.
   So what do we do to protect those foals that are still
being born?
   A) Start baby races in September and stakes races in
October. This will enable babies more time to physically
mature and more time to get down to racing speed.
Perhaps if all the state Sires Stakes are run at the same
time the sport can promote interstate championships.
   B) Get rid of stakes payments in favor of late closer
payments. This way owners have more time to make their
staking decisions and make the stakes more accessible for
horses that are late bloomers. Every fall at the Red Mile we
see this in action. This is also vital if you ever want to
develop a significant two year olds in training sale. No one
wants a two year old that has been fried to be ready to sell
months before racing simply to justify stakes payments and
impress potential buyers.
   C) Read your sale catalogs closely and believe what they
tell you about early speed and adjust your training
schedules accordingly.
   D) Never drop a young horse into a race against others
you know will go too fast for them to handle. My brother (a
former trainer on the NY-Meadowlands circuits) always
used to tell me that time doesn't count. My answer has
always been it counts when you can't go that fast. Let race
secretaries seed qualifiers so that like races with like.
Chasing a Free For Aller pacing home in 26 seconds is not
good for green raceway stock.
   E) Jeff Gural had the right idea with racing 4 year olds
even though others bailed on the idea. I would take it one
step further. Don't breed mares before they turn four. So
many potential race fillies are removed from the pool of
racing stock because their "value" seems greater as
broodmares. Race them against each other. Perhaps they
won't be able to go as much but they should be competitive
with each other. The one thing that seems to get lost in
discussions about harness racing is that bettors are
interested in competitive races for betting. They don't care
how fast a race is, they want 6 horses across the track at
the wire.
   And finally - do what has always been done. Go down
under and find your own Polak A. Places like Australia,
New Zealand, Wales, Spain and even Argentina are now
breeding pacers. I can remember years when every other
horse at Yonkers had an A or an N in its name. If the horse
shortage in the USA gets too worrisome find more horses
wherever they are being bred.
Alan Dorfman

Foal Crop Down Because Industry Struggling in

Many States

   I read with amazement, the comments from some of our
most influential voices in the breeding industry. Foal crops
are down because breeders can't make money (obviously)
and their solutions are more money for younger houses
with pumped up maiden races and series!! Really hard core
ideas. 
   Isn't it obvious that the reason the foal crop has been
falling is because the industry is dead or dying in many
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former high yielding foal crop jurisdictions? Illinois used to
be one of the highest producing states. For years the
racing has declined amid political fallout from failed slot
bids, recapture, and now the track owners were indicted.
New Jersey use to be the king of harness racing. Over the
last decade plus, Garden State Park went out of business,
Freehold has half the purses they once had, and the
Meadowlands saga is well documented. Michigan harness
racing is basically gone. They were put out of business by
the casino industry. Maryland racing was also barren with
Rosecroft's closure and uncertain future. Finally, Ontario
lost its racing subsidy and its future looked tenuous. Even
now, they only have a deal for 5 years. Who would buy and
set up a breeding operation when it can be crippled in 5
years by the government?
   It would seem to me that the way to stabilize the foal crop
can only be done on a state to state level. If you stabilize
New Jersey, Illinois and Ontario foal crops will rise. If these
states and others continue to falter or remain unsettled it
will be impossible to add new owners and breeders. Who
wants to buy a horse if their isn't a place to race? 
   As for the "ideas" of the panel. Thoroughbreds run only a
handful of times or more per year. It's imperative that their
purses are huge. A standardbred can run 30/40 + times a
year. Also, only a few jurisdictions have inflated
thoroughbred maiden purses...mainly at the boutique meets
at Saratoga and Del Mar. 
   Also, certain jurisdictions like New York, Indiana and
Pennsylvania have numerous opportunities for younger
horses without added series. Has anyone noticed the horrid
caliber of horseflesh that gets money running in the
Excelsior and All Star series? As a bettor, I stay far away
from those races as the horses have little form and
consistency. 
   It seems to me, stabilize the states that were once kings,
and more foals, breeders and owners will follow.
   Thank you for your time. Sorry if this rambled a little bit.
Christopher J. Fenty

7, HoP, $21,000, T, Invitational Handicap, 28.0, 56.3,
1:26.2, 1:55.0, FT
1-Rose Run Parker (g, 4, Jailhouse Jesse--Centergy, by
Armbro Solar), $26,000 2012 IN-PREM O-Burke Racing
Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC & W W Haas Jr.
B-Rose Run Farm. T-Ron Burke. D-Ricky Macomber Jr,
$10,500, Lifetime Record: 31-25-2-1, $606,865
To watch the replay click here

9, HoP, $21,000, P, Invitational PP`S drawn by groups
(4-6)/remainder assigned, 27.1, 56.2, 1:24.3, 1:51.4, FT
1-Night Pro (h, 5, Pro Bono Best--Midnight Jewel, by
Keystone Raider), $14,000 2011 HOOSIER O-Dale J
Decker. B-Linda L Marckel. T-Dale Decker. D-Peter Wrenn,
$10,500, Lifetime Record: 45-28-5-4, $473,512
To watch the replay click here

7, M, $20,000, P, Claiming Price $10,000 DASH FOR THE
"G" NOTES Highest Money Earners From 3/28/2015, 27.0,
54.3, 1:22.3, 1:51.0, FT
1-You Bet Your Glass (g, 12, Bettor's Delight--I'm For
Reel, by Artsplace), $20,000 2004 KY O-Lee G Cotroneo.
B-John W & Linda Glassford, CA. T-Robert Bresnahan Jr.
D-Corey Callahan, $10,000, Lifetime Record:
264-46-28-32, $352,635
To watch the replay click here

11, M, $22,500, P, N/W $20,000 in Last 5 Starts AE: N/W
$50,000 in 2015, 27.2, 55.4, 1:23.2, 1:51.0, FT
1-Rockin Wizard (g, 5, Rocknroll Hanover--Please Me
Please, by Camluck) O-Majs Ny Inc & Gerrie S Tucker,
CA & R.B.H. Ventures Inc. B-Lothlorien, CA. T-Virgil
Morgan Jr. D-David Miller, $11,250, Lifetime Record:
69-15-19-11, $251,462
To watch the replay click here

5, PcD, $15,000, P, "Bobby Weiss Series" L.C. No. 1 - 3rd
Leg 3 & 4 Year Old Colts, Stallions & Geldings NW 3 Ext.
PM Races or $40,000 Lifetime as of & including 1/1/15 1st
Division of 2, 27.2, 56.0, 1:23.4, 1:51.3, FT
1-Major Uptrend (g, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Tricky
Tooshie, by Rumpus Hanover), $177,000 2012
SHS-HBG O-Howard A Taylor. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.
T-Ron Burke. D-Matt Kakaley, $7,500, Lifetime Record:
31-12-3-1, $105,577
To watch the replay click here

10, PcD, $15,000, P, "Bobby Weiss Series" L.C. No. 1 - 3rd
Leg 3 & 4 Year Old Colts, Stallions & Geldings NW 3 Ext.
PM Races or $40,000 Lifetime as of & including 1/1/15 2nd
Division of 2, 26.4, 56.2, 1:23.4, 1:52.1, FT
1-Victory At Last (g, 4, Quik Pulse Mindale--Bidforakiss,
by Badlands Hanover), $7,500 2012 SHS-HBG O-Burke
Racing Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC. B-Winbak
Farm. T-Ron Burke. D-Matt Kakaley, $7,500, Lifetime
Record: 41-5-3-6, $69,745
To watch the replay click here

2, Wdb, $34,000, T, PREFERRED HANDICAP. 27.3, 56.3,
1:24.2, 1:54.2
1-Daylon Magician (b,h,7 - Kadabra-Daylon
Marvel-Super Pleasure) O-Daylon Farms Ltd B-David
Lemon T/D-Jack Moiseyev $17,000 Lifetime Record: 65-
27-10-11 $1,809,717
To watch the replay click here
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9, Wdb, $34,000, P, PREFERRED. 26.3, 55.2, 1:24.3, 1:52
1-Nickle Bag (b,g,5 - Rocknroll Hanover-Buckle
Bunni-Four Starzzz Shark) O-Linda J Loyens, Harry P
Loyens B-Nicholas Malcolm T-William Robinson D-Trevor
Henry $17,000 Lifetime Record: 91-18-22-14 $411,420 
To watch the replay click here

11, Wdb, $35,000, P, NW $12,000 LAST 5 STARTS OR
NW $20,000 LAST 10 STARTS. AE: NW 5 RACES
LIFETIME. 26.2, 54.3, 1:23, 1:52.3
1-Camaes Fellow (b,g,7 - Mach Three-Camae-Camluck)
O-Stephen Klunowski, Carmen E Auciello B-Larry Murrell,
McMaster Stables T-Carmen Auciello D-Jonathan Drury
$17,500 Lifetime Record: 102-29-20-12 $951,140
To watch the replay click here

1, YR, $21,500, P, NON-WINNERS OF $18,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 26.4, 56.1, 1:24.4, 1:53.0, FT
1-In Commando (g, 6, Camluck--Lingerie, by
Abercrombie) O-Vip Internet Stable LLC. B-Robert
McIntosh Stables Inc, CA & Al McIntosh Holdings Inc, CA.
T-Mark Ford. D-Mark Macdonald, $10,750, Lifetime
Record: 80-17-15-16, $380,576
To watch the replay click here

2, YR, $25,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF $27,500 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 28.0, 57.3, 1:26.4, 1:56.0, FT
1-Modest Prince (g, 5, Rc Royalty--In To Me, by Self
Possessed), $25,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Richard S
Gutnick. B-Robert Rosenheim Stbs LTD. T-Linda Toscano.
D-Tim Tetrick, $12,500, Lifetime Record: 55-13-6-14,
$363,013
To watch the replay click here

3, YR, $25,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 27.2, 57.2, 1:25.1, 1:54.0, FT
1-Talking Blues (g, 5, Rocknroll Hanover--Captain
Holly, by Cambest), $70,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-John N
Smiel. B-Perretti Farms. T-Heidi Rohr. D-Jason Bartlett,
$12,500, Lifetime Record: 76-16-13-11, $230,584
To watch the replay click here

4, YR, $28,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $32,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 27.2, 57.2, 1:25.3, 1:54.0, FT
1-Second Wind N (g, 9, Dream Away--Carmel Maria, by
In The Pocket) O-Harry von Knoblauch. B-Mrs J L
Brosnan, NZ & K L Anderson, NZ & E M Flaherty, NZ.
T-Peter Tritton. D-Yannick Gingras, $14,000, Lifetime
Record: 114-25-14-19, $423,022
To watch the replay click here

5, YR, $42,000, T, OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS
1-5 ASSIGNED, 28.2, 58.2, 1:27.1, 1:55.2, FT
1-Dw's Ny Yank (g, 6, Dilbert Hanover--Nicky Mantle, by
Muscles Yankee) O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Howard A
Taylor & Weaver Bruscemi LLC. B-W D La Page Stable.
T-Ron Burke. D-George Brennan, $21,000, Lifetime
Record: 95-34-13-15, $734,578
2-Not Afraid (g, 6, SJ's Caviar--Beverly Crusher, by
Balanced Image) O-Christina Takter & John D Fielding, CA
& Goran N Anderberg, SD. B-Steve D Organ, CA. T-Jimmy
Takter. D-Daniel Dube, $10,500
3-Tweet Me (m, 4, Andover Hall--Wishful Me, by Yankee
Glide), $60,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-Bridget T Mcneese.
B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Chris Marino. D-Tyler Buter,
$5,040
Calls: 2, 2, 1T, 2Q, 2 - Finish Order: Super Manning, Bound
For Fame
To watch the replay click here

6, YR, $50,000, P, GEORGE MORTON LEVY SERIES
HORSE & GELDING FREE FOR ALL 3RD LEG 1ST
DIVISION, 27.1, 56.0, 1:23.2, 1:51.2, FT
1-P H Supercam (g, 8, Million Dollar Cam--Callwood Ivy,
by Run The Table) O-Bamond Racing LLC. B-Dr R James
Shive, CA. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr.. D-Jason Bartlett,
$25,000, Lifetime Record: 163-44-24-32, $987,291
2-Lucan Hanover (g, 5, Western Ideal--Lauren Order, by
Dragon Again), $47,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-West Wins
Stable, CA. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Andrew Harris.
D-Tim Tetrick, $12,500
3-Mcerlean (h, 6, McArdle--Igottwowordsforyou, by Cam's
Card Shark), $20,000 2010 SHS-HBG O-Muscara Racing
Trust. B-Perretti Farms. T-Darran Cassar. D-Tyler Buter,
$6,000
Calls: 1T, 1T, 1H, 1T, H - Finish Order: Clear Vision, Aslan,
American Venture, Speckled Door
To watch the replay click here

7, YR, $50,000, P, GEORGE MORTON LEVY SERIES
HORSE & GELDING FREE FOR ALL 3RD LEG 2ND
DIVISION, 27.2, 57.0, 1:25.0, 1:53.2, FT
1-Domethatagain (h, 6, Bettor's Delight--Road Sign, by
Life Sign), $67,000 2010 LEX-SEL O-Allard Racing Inc,
CA & Robert L Hamather, CA & Bruce A Soulsby. B-White
Birch Farm. T-Rene Allard. D-Daniel Dube, $25,000,
Lifetime Record: 74-19-13-9, $543,551
2-Sapphire City (g, 7, Metropolitan--Spectre Almahurst, by
Justin Passing), $27,000 2009 BRDS-SEL O-Centaur
Stable & Jordon M Sklut. B-John P Hurtgen. T-Paul
Blumenfeld. D-Jason Bartlett, $12,500
3-National Debt (h, 4, Allamerican Native--Our Inheritance,
by Falcon Seelster), $17,000 2012 SHS-HBG
O-Blair C & Erna R Corbeil, CA & Kelly O Hoerdt, CA &
J&T Silva Stables, LLC. B-Winbak Farm. T-Ron Coyne Jr.
D-Eric Carlson, $6,000
Calls: 5Q, 6H, 1H, T, H - Finish Order: Bettor's Edge,
Validus Deo, Windsong Jack, Capital Account
To watch the replay click here
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8, YR, $50,000, P, GEORGE MORTON LEVY SERIES
HORSE & GELDING FREE FOR ALL 3RD LEG 3RD
DIVISION, 27.3, 57.0, 1:25.2, 1:53.4, FT
1-Fat Mans Alley (g, 7, Rocknroll Hanover--Roller Cam,
by Cambest), $110,000 2009 SHS-HBG O-Bamond
Racing LLC. B-David Goodrow Stable, CA. T-Jeffrey
Bamond Jr.. D-Jason Bartlett, $25,000, Lifetime Record:
132-27-20-22, $606,346
2-Michael's Power (g, 6, Camluck--Michelle's Jackpot, by
Artsplace) O-Jeffrey S Snyder. B-Jeffrey S Snyder. T-Mark
Silva. D-Daniel Dube, $12,500
3-Texican N (g, 7, Bettor's Delight--Bury My Heart, by In
The Pocket) O-Harry von Knoblauch. B-Mrs M Carson, NZ.
T-Peter Tritton. D-Eric Carlson, $6,000
Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 1H, 1 - Finish Order: Machs Beach Boy,
Foiled Again, Big N Bad, Polak A, Dapper Dude
To watch the replay click here

9, YR, $31,000, P, WINNERS OVER $25,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS HANDICAP POST POSITIONS 1-4 DRAWN
POST POSITIONS 5-7 DRAWN, 27.4, 57.3, 1:25.1, 1:53.1,
FT
1-The Real One (g, 5, Mach Three--Elle Blue Chip, by
Bettor's Delight) O-Helene Fillion, CA. B-R Berthiaume
Inc, CA. T-Pat Lachance. D-Pat Lachance, $15,500,
Lifetime Record: 63-19-13-5, $222,133
2-One Through Ten (h, 6, Four Starzzz Shark--Gothic
Lady, by Abercrombie), $100,000 2010 LEX-SEL
O-Charles V Iannazzo. B-Brittany Farms & Brian P
Monieson Revtrust. T-Tracy Brainard. D-Jason Bartlett,
$7,750
3-Mr Hasani N (g, 7, Christian Cullen--Miss Sands, by
Sands A Flyin) O-Muscara Racing Trust. B-Aird Righ
Bloodstock LTD, NZ. T-Darran Cassar. D-Eric Carlson,
$3,720
Calls: 1H, 1T, 1H, 1T, T - Finish Order: American Rage,
Outrageous Art, Blatantly Best, Ronny Bugatti
To watch the replay click here

10, YR, $50,000, P, GEORGE MORTON LEVY SERIES
HORSE & GELDING FREE FOR ALL 3RD LEG 4TH
DIVISION, 26.4, 55.3, 1:23.1, 1:51.2, FT
1-Take It Back Terry (g, 6, Western Terror--Second
Symphony, by Abercrombie), $30,000 2010 LEX-SEL
O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC &
Lawrence R Karr & Phillip Collura. B-Vae LLC. T-Ron
Burke. D-George Brennan, $25,000, Lifetime Record:
101-27-22-12, $575,166
2-Beach Memories (g, 5, Somebeachsomewhere -
Allamerican Memoir, by Western Ideal), $70,000 2011
SHS-HBG O-Strollin Stable & Aws Stables & King
Mcnamara & Country Club Acres Inc. B-Frederick W
Hertrich III. T-Scott Di Domenico. D-Daniel Dube, $12,500
3-Dancin Yankee (h, 7, Yankee Cruiser -
Dancewiththebest, by Cambest), $17,000 2009 OH-SEL
O-Baron Racing Stable & Richard M Lombardo.
B-Elizabeth C Wagner. T-Josh Green. D-Brett Miller,
$6,000
Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 1H, NK - Finish Order: Heez Orl Black
N, Mach It So, Warrawee Needy, Capozzo, Frankies
Dragon
To watch the replay click here

11, YR, $25,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST
6 STARTS, 27.4, 57.1, 1:24.4, 1:53.1, FT
1-Alberto Contador N (g, 7, Bettor's Delight--Princess
Alberta, by Albert Albert) O-Windermere Stable LLC. B-G
J & D S Pearson, NZ. T-Darran Cassar. D-Brett Miller,
$12,500, Lifetime Record: 84-21-11-12, $266,241
To watch the replay click here

12, YR, $25,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST
6 STARTS, 27.4, 57.3, 1:26.0, 1:53.4, FT
1-City Hall (g, 5, Metropolitan--Halle Hall, by Cambest)
O-Oldford Farms LLC & Tyler L Buter. B-John P Hurtgen.
T-Amber Buter. D-Tyler Buter, $12,500, Lifetime Record:
72-14-7-9, $159,076
To watch the replay click here
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